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Central MN Arts Board Fiscal Year 2022 – 2023 Biennial Plan Draft  
 Biennial plan components are required in MN Rules 1900.2710.  The description of each specific 
requirement is italicized. 
  
Required: Mission Statement   
  
Subp. 2. The biennial plan must include the regional arts council’s mission statement which must 
describe the overall philosophy and aims of the organization concerning local and regional arts 
development.  
  
CMAB Mission: “Investing in the Arts throughout Benton, Sherburne, Stearns & Wright Counties”  

  
1. Region - Background, demographics, other context for the plan   
Provide any necessary context about your region (i.e., economic, demographic, geographic, 
cultural, etc.) or about your organization that has a meaningful impact on your planning or your 
programs and services.  

  
Region 7W exists on the I-94 corridor north of the Twin Cities.  The Mississippi River, a small 
portion of the Northstar Commuter Rail and the Lake Wobegon Trail all run through our region.  
There are 64 cities and 80 townships: consisting of both traditional and traditionally 
underrepresented audiences. The rural communities in Region 7W are diverse and 
sophisticated and hold roughly half the region's population dispersed over a large geographic 
area. The region is home to a number of diverse cultures, including the largest Somali 
population in Minnesota outside the Twin Cities.   

The City of St. Cloud is at the center of a quickly growing urban hub made up of the adjacent 
cities of Sauk Rapids, Sartell and Waite Park. St. Cloud is the third largest city in Greater 
Minnesota. Almost 25% of the region’s population resides in and around St. Cloud.   

South from St. Cloud, along the Highway 10 corridor is another collection of towns which 
includes Elk River, the region’s second biggest city, and Monticello, which has been enjoying an 
explosion of arts activities in the way of public art installations, artist residencies and the 
development of a community arts organization, Montiarts, that has become a home for many 
local creatives in and around Monticello. These efforts have been spearheaded by talented and 
ambitious local artists and are driven through the support of the city, grants from CMAB and 
other local support.  Another city in the far northwestern reach of Region 7W, Sauk Centre, is a 
growing center of arts activity, largely through intentional and numerous public art 
installations.  These efforts are literally changing the face of these cities.  Through the extreme 
stress brought onto artists and arts groups due to the pandemic, we continue to see public art 
efforts supported by enthusiastic community members and dedicated artists.   
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7W boasts several small cities with large representations of artists who are active and visible 
within their communities.  Some examples include the cities of Buffalo and Delano, which each 
have their own artist guilds or councils, as well as the city of Avon, home to Avon Area Arts and 
the emerging and unique Avon Hills Folk School, located in rural Stearns county on a large 
parcel of land with rich histories and big ambitions.     
St. Cloud is home to the Great River Educational Arts Theater, one of, if not the largest outstate 
theater organization in Minnesota.  7W is home to two symphony orchestras (St. Cloud and 
Buffalo), a municipal band that boasts a history of more than 125 years, and a growing 
collection of public art.  Through the work and championing of local culture bearers and 
advocates, we have seen groups like the Fred Yiran Legacy Group establish a Fred Yiran African 
Arts Day in the city of St. Cloud.  Over just five years, this event has become an important 
opportunity for celebration and kinship for our region’s (and our state’s) African communities.   
  
Regional Data According to US Census Bureau 2019 estimates  
  
Stearns – population 161,075          
White 87.5%   
Black/African American 8%  
American Indian/Alaska Native .4%  
Asian 2%  
Hispanic/Latino 3.6%  
Two or more races 2%  
9.8% speak languages other than English at home  
7.2% of those under 65 are estimated to be living with a disability  
11.2% of the population live in poverty  
  
Benton – population 40,889 
 White 90.8%   
Black/African American 5.2%  
American Indian/Alaska Native .6%  
Asian 1%  
Hispanic/Latino 2.8%  
Two or more Races 2.2%  
  
4.9% speak languages other than English at home  
8% of those under 65 are estimated to be living with a disability  
8.6% of the population live in poverty  
  
Sherburne – population 97,238  
White 92.8%   
Black/African American 3.2%  
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American Indian/Alaska Native .6%  
Asian 1.3%  
Hispanic/Latino 2.8%  
Two or more Races 2%  
  
4.9% speak languages other than English at home  
6.5% of those under 65 are estimated to be living with a disability  
5.5% of the population live in poverty  
  
Wright – population 138,377   
White- 94.4%  
Black/African American 1.8%  
American Indian/Alaska Native .4%  
Asian 1.4%  
Hispanic/Latino 3%  
Two or more Races 1.9%  
  
4.1% speak languages other than English at home  
6.3% of those under 65 are estimated to be living with a disability  
5.2% of the population live in poverty  
  
St. Cloud – population 68,462  
White- 77.1%  
Black/African American 14.6%  
American Indian/Alaska Native .6%  
Asian 3.4%  
Hispanic/Latino 3.2%  
Two or more Races 3.4%  
People in poverty- 22.5%  
  
Elk River – population 25,213  
White- 91.6%  
Black/African American 3.7%  
American Indian/Alaska Native .3%  
Asian 1.3%  
Hispanic/Latino 3.2%  
Two or more Races 1.3%  
People in poverty – 6.1%  
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Required:  Needs assessment   
Rules Subp. 3 The biennial plan must be based on a needs assessment carried out in a manner, 
which ensured input from the arts community and the arts involved public. The components of the 
needs assessment shall be determined by the regional arts council and may consist of any 
combination of constituent meetings, focus groups, program evaluations, mail, e-mail, online, or 
telephone surveys, individual interviews, or other evaluative tools. The assessment shall be 
conducted to assess and prioritize constituent needs, to evaluate appropriate community and 
regional resources to meet those needs, and to determine the practicality of continuing existing 
programming activities, service and grants assistance programs, or the feasibility of developing 
new programs, services, or grants by the regional arts council. The needs assessment shall be 
updated at intervals determined and announced by the regional arts council, but no less frequently 
than once every four years. The results shall be included in the biennial plan.  

  
In this section, describe:   
1. When the needs assessment was completed.   
2. The process used to generate input from the arts community and the arts involved public.   
3. The methods and/or tools used to gather input.   
4. The key findings identified through the needs assessment.  
Attachment (optional)  

  
• Electronic needs assessment survey - January 2021; advertised and distributed through 

electronic communications, print media and individual outreach.   
• CMAB staff conducted ongoing virtual gatherings throughout 2020 and early 2021 to 

connect with regional arts administrators, artists and the arts-focused community-
atlarge.    

• Final Report feedback from FY20-21 was queried and reviewed.  
• Regional phone interviews were conducted.  

  
Due to the massive shifts in the arts sector caused by the ongoing global pandemic, our 
planning for FY22-23 will take previous needs assessment results from FY19 into account, but 
our short-term programming focus will continue to be on mitigating harm to the livelihood of 
artists and arts organizations as well as sustaining the missions and programming of local arts 
organizations and community arts efforts. As we look forward to a recovery that will come for 
our artists and arts organizations, we are also focusing on ways to support the work of 
navigating audience trust and comfort, responsible and manageable public health strategies, as 
well as looking to harness the new tools and strategies we have discovered as we navigate 
through unprecedented challenges.   
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FY20-21 Needs Assessment Activities 
Arts Huddles and Race & the Arts conversations- Beginning in June of 2020, CMAB has 
hosted monthly online sessions for artists and arts organization staff and supporters to 
meet, share ideas, discuss challenges and find ways to connect through the pandemic 
(One monthly meeting focused on artists, one monthly meeting focused on arts orgs, 
both meetings open to anyone who is interested) 

 
Þ  Average attendance at individual sessions ranged from 4-12 people, with 

roughly 60 individuals reached through these sessions since June of 2020 
 
Online Surveys – promoted and available in the second half of January 2021 

Þ  51 responses 
Quotes: 

§ “Regional Arts Councils should be providing arts access and opportunities to all areas that they 
serve. Stop providing grant funds to the same organizations and artists! What type of outreach 
are you doing to inform other organizations about these opportunities and to encourage them 
to apply? The arts are not something unique to just simply "arts organizations". Why not 
encourage other local groups that may not have the arts as their primary mission to also be 
able to participate? Isn't the arts supposed to be for everyone and that all people interpret art 
in various ways? For years now, I have been incredibly disappointed by the lack of leadership 
CMAB has had in truly trying to expand the arts into ALL COMMUNITIES in the 4-county region. 
"The Arts" has always been a high-brow, high-society term that actually excludes 
people/populations rather than opening up opportunity. Set the example. Think outside the 
box.” 

§ “Grant funded programs in small communities may increase the access and patronage to the 
arts. Specifically, I am thinking of providing small grants (of $5000 or less) to small 
organizations that may enhance the arts experience. As the Executive Director of a small, 
cultural institution, we organize a week long art show for adult artists, giving them an 
opportunity to show and sell their art work. In my experience, a $2000 grant would allow my 
group to double our advertising budget and possibly double our visitation during that week 
long show. We do not have the resources to properly administer a $10,000 grant. I need 
access to smaller grants. Keeping in mind the expectation that a smaller grant would have 
fewer demands on administering the final report.”  

§ “More training and tools for successful virtual presentations of different art forms - 
oral/visual/performance” 

§ Race and Arts needs to become a new norm in "seeing" different forms of art through what 
may be a new lens, especially for Central MN where the old norm is color-blindness and 
denial” 

§ “Given Delano's location in the extreme southeast corner of Wright county, one idea that would 
be beneficial to us is flexibility with regard to boundaries. We have worked collaboratively with 
Orono Community Education over the years and partnered with them for 4 Community Theatre 
productions. Orono is MRAC; Delano is CMAB. Both of our communities are invested in 
providing arts programming. Programs like community theatre typically benefit from having a 
larger area to draw participants and audience members from. The Delano school district 
extends well into wester Hennepin County. The city boundary on the east is the county line.”  

§ “I know it'll be difficult, but I believe St Cloud needs some more conventions/art shows for 
local artists. Because it can be tough to attend out-of-town conventions/art shows.” – 
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Anonymous.   Many comments were made about wanting venues to display and sell 
artwork 

§ “I am a resident of Sherburne County and an arts administrator in Stearns County. What 
would be most helpful to my organization would be funding that is flexible and will allow us to 
modify plans as the environment around Covid-19 changes. General operating funds would be 
most useful, as artistic projects can often change depending on Covid case rates, the 
un/availability of artists, and unknown needs that may arise as we build out of the pandemic. 
I would also like to show support for more funding for individual artists, for artistic projects, 
but also living costs. They are among those who often do not have full-time jobs that would 
allow unemployment benefits or health care insurance. Thank you for your support of our 
artistic community during this incredibly challenging time.”-  

§ “I would like to see musicians of color come into our schools so that kids see more adults like 
them making music.(I teach in 742).” 

§ “As an employee of a nonprofit, the thing we would appreciate the most would be general 
operating support. Though it is slowly becoming more available, general operating support is 
still rare and hard to acquire but is essential to being able to provide critical arts 
programming, something that is crucial to healthy communities and well being.”-  

 
Reflection on Virtual conversations, meetings with community member and review of 
Final Report feedback-   We consider applicant feedback all year long, and when 
possible and reasonable make adjustments to policies and practices that can change in 
real time (i.e- eligibility policy for regional residents with nontraditional housing created 
in fall of 2020).  Addition Themes of need were identified based on these activities.  

  
In FY19: The needs assessment process consisted of surveys, listening sessions, a hybrid arts 
event/community conversation, as well as notes from one-on-one meetings, final report 
feedback and conversations between CMAB staff and members of the community.  Electronic 
and hardcopy surveys were distributed between August and December of 2018. Two surveys 
were available, one for organizations and one for individuals. Surveys were advertised through 
Facebook and on the CMAB website and Enews, to all regional media through a press release 
and during two radio interviews (WJON and KVSC) with CMAB’s Executive Director.  Paid boosts 
increased the visibility of the survey to a wider demographic than those who currently 
followed the CMAB Facebook page. A drawing for three $75 gift cards was offered to 
incentivize participation.  41 surveys for organizations and 78 surveys for individuals were 
completed.   
  
Between November and December, five listening sessions were held in one location in each of 
the region’s four counties, with two held in Stearns County. These sessions were an open-house 
format where attendees were invited to learn about CMAB and share their creative ambitions, 
thoughts on how THEY would invest funds into the arts in our region, barriers to creativity and 
participation in arts programming.  The turnout to these sessions, held in Buffalo, Becker, Avon, 
Sauk Rapids and St. Cloud was significant with 96 total attendees.    
A new approach to needs assessment took the form of a partnership named Community Arts 
Alive. CMAB worked with a committee representing multiple arts interests to host an event 
designed to give diverse community members an opportunity to be inspired (by visiting artist 
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Vanessa German), be creative (through workshops in sculpture and improv theatre) and to be 
thoughtful about the place and future of arts and creativity in our personal and collective 
cultures.   The event was held at GREAT Theatre in Waite Park and there was no cost to attend.  
Conversations held at the close of this event were recorded and included in needs assessment 
data.   
  
The following themes emerged as primary needs in FY19:  
  
Networking and continuing education opportunities   
A very high turnout for all CMAB listening sessions demonstrated a desire for networking and 
resource gathering opportunities, many in attendance met new artists (and stayed well past the 
end of the event).  Survey responses also supported this as a significant need in the region. Two 
artist networking organizations, the Elk River Arts Alliance and Visual Arts MN, have disbanded 
within the past 5 years. Multiple listening session attendees and survey respondents 
commented that the loss of these groups leaves them without a place to find resources and 
connect.   
 
Marketing Support   
Private orgs, and freelancers (expensive) provide this service in our region.   
AroundtheCloud.org, a regional arts and culture calendar is maintained by CMAB and a number 
of regional partners.  CMAB’s media specialist serves as the administrator for this website.   
  
Reaching New and More diverse demographics 
Small and growing consulting groups- not specific to the arts (Filsan Consulting, Cornerstones  
Center, etc)   
  
Grant funding available for local arts organizations   
United Arts, previously a supporter of several St. Cloud based organizations through general 
operating funds, closed its doors in August 2016 after 31 years in business.  During the 
recession, the City of St. Cloud cut most of their funding in support of arts organizations serving 
the area and has yet to re-establish the support. Limited opportunities for groups to request 
support for the arts is provided by the Central MN Community Foundation, Three Rivers 
Foundation in Elk River, Bernicks, Centracare and some other large corporations and law firms 
as well as individual donors are regular supporters of the arts. CMAB resources play an essential 
role in leveraging these donor funds in support of the arts.   
  
FY21 Needs Assessment activities largely affirmed the four themes listed above as relevant, in 
addition, recent assessments have surfaced the following needs:  
  

1. Flexible support for unprecedented planning challenges- Artists and arts organizations are 
programming in uncharted territory.  The weight of uncertainty and fear of financial ruin are 
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very real and there has been overwhelming gratitude for the ways CMAB has pivoted to 
provide flexible and supporting funding and amendment opportunities. Many comments 
expressed the need for this type of flexibility to continue into at least 2022.   

2. Opportunities for Artists to share, display and sell their work- An overwhelming number of 
comments in the most recent needs assessment survey speak to a lack of opportunities for 
artists to find places to display or sell work, as well as the challenges of driving traffic to a 
gallery or retail space.  The pandemic exacerbates this problem that existed before.   

3. Ways to network and share resources and skills with other groups/artists- Individuals are 
interested in ways to connect.  Some would like to find artists with complimentary skills to 
collaborate with, some are looking for social and moral support from others in their field as 
they struggle through enormous challenge.   

4. Support for creating digital content- work samples, web presence, online classes, online 
gallery- This need was present prior to the shifts to social distancing and avoiding gatherings 
but has only increased as more artists see a need to present their work in online platforms.  
  

Required:  Description of the planning process   
Subp. 4 - The biennial plan must include a description of the biennial planning process used by the 
council including a list of the steps included in the development of the biennial plan and the 
participants involved in the biennial planning process.  

  
At the February 19th Board retreat, Directors were presented with a summary of achievements 
from the previous biennium, including outcomes related to the previous biennial plan’s 
priorities, summarized results from the FY19 and 21 needs assessment activities (surveys, 
listening sessions and one-on-ones) and suggested priorities and program changes per needs 
assessment data.   
During the meeting directors discussed and arrived at a consensus regarding specific 
adjustments to programs and services and provided input on 4 priorities to guide and focus 
CMAB’s work in the following biennium.  This meeting was recorded, and the proceedings were 
used to complete the final draft of the plan.   
  
CMAB planning timeline:  

• Needs Assessment –Electronic surveys, January 11-29th, 2021, FY19 needs assessment 
process, January -April 2019  

• Reflection and Assessment of Programs and Services - staff reflection on virtual 
networking during, individual meetings and communications, final report feedback review 
and outreach activities ongoing-February 2021  

• Board and Staff Virtual Planning – February 19th    
• Drafting of Biennial Plan, Posted online on February 22nd   
• Public Meeting – March 4th via live video meeting.  Recording posted on CMAB website 

following posting.  
• Adjustments – March 4 - 10th  
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• Board Approves Plan– March 11th    
• Submit Biennial Plan to the MN State Arts Board – April 1st  
•  Biennial Plan Review by Advisory Committee – Date TBD  

 
 
Required:  Work plan for grants, programs, and services – Overview   

Subp. 5 - The biennial plan must include a work plan, which contains a description of services, 
programs, and grants available from the council, and the goals and objectives of these activities as 
related to the needs assessment, and the 25-year arts legacy outcomes.  
  
The following 10 grant programs have been developed in response to the identified needs 
consistently communicated by CMAB constituents through final reports, survey feedback, 
individual meetings and conversations, listening sessions and other CMAB sponsored or partner 
events.  As we look forward to a recovery that will come for our artists and arts organizations in 
the years ahead, we are also focusing on ways to support the work of rebuilding audience safety, 
trust and comfort, learning about and sharing responsible and manageable public health 
strategies, as well as looking to harness the new tools and strategies we have discovered as we 
have navigated and persisted through unprecedented challenges.    
In the upcoming biennium, there are no grant programs being created or eliminated. Adjustments 
are planned to broaden or adapt programs to better meet needs indicated as high priorities and to 
improve accessibility to CMAB funds and applicant experience.  Efforts are currently underway to 
reach individuals who do not have an established relationship with CMAB in order to ensure we 
are not missing needs present for those who don’t currently seek CMAB funding.  The primary 
focus is a survey for individuals who are less familiar or are not familiar with CMAB, or perhaps 
even the arts community.  We are asking our board members and regional partner organizations 
to help us distribute this survey to people within Region 7W who we do not regularly 
communicate or engage with through our current programs and services.   

  
The 25-year arts legacy outcomes are broad in scope and it is our belief that most quality arts 
programming feeds into these aspirations in a variety of ways.  The program outcomes listed 
beneath each individual grant program represent more specific and measurable steps on the path 
to achieving the larger vision of all five of the 25-year outcomes:    

§ The arts are interwoven into every facet of community life    
§ Minnesotans believe the arts are vital to who we are   
§ People of all ages, ethnicities, and abilities participate in the arts         
§ The arts thrive in Minnesota   
§ People trust Minnesota's stewardship of public arts funding   
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1. Project Grants- 2 rounds per fiscal year  
Funds to increase access to arts focused events throughout the region; Maximum grant of 
$7,000. Following pandemic recovery, a match requirement will be phased back into the 
program requirements. 

    
Program Outcomes  

1. Regional residents experience increased access to the arts via a reduction in geographic, 
cultural and/or physical barriers.  

2. Regional residents experience a change in knowledge, attitude, behavior or condition 
due to public art, arts festivals or arts events  

3. Regional residents build connections to their own and others’ cultural heritage through 
regional arts and cultural events and/or activities.  

Evaluated on Artistic Merit and Quality, Community Need, Ability, Outcomes & Evaluation, 
Pandemic Sustainability & Recovery and Diversity, Equity & Inclusion.  
Funded by: General Fund, Arts Access, Arts Ed, Arts and Cultural Heritage  

2. Artist in Residence Grants- 1 round per fiscal year – Available after being suspended in 
FY2021- Funds in support of a unique arts experience that ties into a lesson plan or 
curriculum. The intention of any residency proposal must be to increase interaction between 
students, community members and professional artists. Maximum grant $3,500 with no 
match required.  

Program Outcomes  
1. Regional residents learn new arts skills & techniques.   
2. Regional residents gain awareness and appreciation for a variety of artistic disciplines 

and mediums.   
3. Regional artists build their capacity through professional development.   

Evaluated on Artistic Merit and Quality, Community Need, Ability, Outcomes and Evaluation 
Funded by:  Arts Access, Arts Ed, Arts and Cultural Heritage  

3. Community Art Support Grants  
General operating support for Nonprofit Arts Organizations with a minimum of two years of 
service to the community.  Funds of up to $10,000 or 20% of the last fiscal year’s annual 
operating expense will be awarded per fiscal year in a two-year granting cycle.  A minimum 
request amount of $3,000 is available to all applicants regardless of annual operating expenses. 
These funds may be used for administrative, operating and other expenditures that advance 
the mission of the organization. Program is available in even-numbered fiscal years. Due to 
impacts from the global pandemic, applicants in FY22 will be allowed to submit financial 
documents from the fiscal year with the highest total operating expenses dating back to FY18.   
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Program Outcomes  
1. The capacity of those providing arts experiences is increased or strengthened by 

changing, expanding, or enriching the ways in which they connect to their communities 
through the arts.  

2. Regional residents experience increased access to the arts via a reduction in geographic, 
cultural and/or physical barriers.  

3. The infrastructure of arts organizations is strengthened through access to operating 
funds, professional development and best practices sharing.   

4. Minnesota’s Arts Sector grows in reach and impact through programs and strategies 
that improve the health and operations of regional arts organizations.   

Evaluated on Artistic Merit and Quality, Community Need and Org. Ability.   Funded 
by:  Arts Access  

4. Student Arts Scholarships  
Funding for students pursuing an arts-related major in college; $1,500 maximum; Students must 
be seeking their 1st undergraduate degree and may be awarded a maximum of 4 Student Arts 
Scholarships in a lifetime.   

Program Outcomes  
1. Regional artists expand and improve their work and the way in which they create it.   
2. Regional residents learn new arts skills & techniques.   
3. Regional artists build their capacity through professional development.   

Evaluated on Artistic Merit and Quality and applicant Ability.  
Funded by: General Fund  

5. Organizational Development Grants   
Funds to support a broad range of activities and purchases that contribute to 
organizational sustainability, growth and improvement.  Proposals may include, but are 
not limited to staff and board development, workshops and conferences, resource 
development, financial planning, volunteer management, equipment purchases and to 
fund a portion of a new staff position. Emerging arts organizations may apply for funds 
to support the process of obtaining 501c-3 status.   Applicants may receive up to $5,000 
in Organizational Development funds within a CMAB fiscal year.    

Program Outcomes  
1. The capacity of those providing arts experiences is increased or strengthened by 

changing, expanding, or enriching the ways in which they connect to their communities 
through the arts.  

2. Minnesota’s Arts Sector grows in reach and impact through programs and strategies 
that improve the health and operations of regional arts organizations.   
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3. The infrastructure of arts organizations is strengthened through access to operating 
funds, professional development and best practices sharing.   

Evaluated on Artistic Merit and Quality, Need and Ability, Pandemic Sustainability & Recovery 
and Diversity, Equity & Inclusion. Funded by: General Fund and Arts Access	  

6. Public Art Grants – Available after being suspended in FY2021   
Funds for the creation and installation/implementation of temporary and permanent art works 
that are free and open to the public. There is no maximum grant amount for this program. 
Grants are based on project needs and available resources.  Requests must include 20% 
matching funds from non-CMAB sources.    

Program Outcomes  
1. Regional residents experience a change in knowledge, attitude, behavior or condition 

due to public art, arts festivals or arts events  
2. Regional artists connect to new audiences and/or build relationships that provide 

artistic growth.   
3. MN Folk and traditional artists/arts’ audiences are expanded.  

Evaluated on Artistic Merit and Quality, Need, Ability and Outcomes and Evaluation.  
Funded by: Arts Access, Arts Ed, and Arts and Cultural Heritage   

7. Flex Funds – Once the CMAB has the exact appropriation numbers from the MN Legislature, 
additional funds beyond those currently budgeted will be used to allow flexibility in 
grantmaking over the course of the year. These funds will be available to add value to any 
program or proposal that is determined meritorious and/or serves one of the priority goals in 
the FY22-23 plan.  

 
GRANTS TO INDIVIDUALS  

Grants & Services Supported with funding from the McKnight Foundation  
 
8. Individual Artist Awards  
To reward, recognize and encourage outstanding individual artists, up to four artists will be 
chosen to receive up to $3,500 each. The CMAB will promote the artists' work through media, 
various events and on the CMAB website. Artists may receive up to $5,000 in Individual Artist 
Awards in a lifetime.  
 
9. Artist Career Development Program 
 Provides grants up to $4,000 for the purpose of career development and artistic 
achievement. Successful proposals will communicate a clearly defined set of activities that 
respond to a compelling challenge or opportunity for the individual applicant.      
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10. Artist Learning Grant  
Provide funding of up to $500 for artists to attend a class, training or workshop and/or purchase 
equipment and supplies in support of professional development.   

11. Teaching Artist Grant   
Provides up to $2,000 for individuals on the CMAB Teaching Artist Roster to conduct arts 
learning activities in community settings including but not limited to K-12 schools. Grantees 
may receive up to $2,000 in Teaching Artist Grant funds in a fiscal year.   

Trainings    
Grant Writing and opportunities workshops - Held virtually until further notice, and then in 
various locations throughout the region to inform current and potential applicants about 
CMAB grant opportunities and how to apply.  In an effort to encourage new applicants and 
increase the accessibility of CMAB programs, we offer multi-session workshops to guide 
applicants through the process of applying to a CMAB program. Funded by State, Legacy & 
McKnight funds.  

Various webinars and workshops are recorded and archived online for applicants to view on 
demand.  New live sessions will be available in the first half of FY22.   

Teaching Artist Roster Program –Held in even-numbered fiscal years, this program provides 
a cohort of 5-7 regional artists with an opportunity to reflect on their relationship to art 
making and connect with opportunities to provide arts education by sharing their work and 
their process. Artists apply to this program through a format very similar to other CMAB 
applications. Selected applicants are interviewed before being invited to participate in the 
program.  There are tentative plans to hold this program in person beginning in March of 
2022.  Funded by the McKnight Foundation  

Individual Artist Workshops –focused on a variety of topics driven by artist input, available 
presenters and community needs, open to the public and typically free of charge, 
participants can register to guarantee a seat. In FY22-23 CMAB will continue contracting 
local artists to organize and facilitate workshops with topics determined by needs 
assessment feedback. Topics planned for early 2021 include a panel for schoolteachers and 
teaching artists as well as a Marketing and Social Media workshop for individual artists.  This 
outreach is funded by the McKnight Foundation.  

Organizational and Community Development workshops - Based on the most recent needs 
assessment feedback the topics for organizational workshops/networking events in the 
coming biennium will be: Marketing and How to build safety and comfort for 
audiences/being accessible and inclusive, rebuilding infrastructure after a year(?) of being 
dark, or in hibernation.  Some of these learning events will take the form of a 
networking/best practices events held in partnership with regional organizations.   
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Along with all of our neighbors and community partners, we look forward to being able to 
gather in person again.  Our hopes are that with vaccination efforts, warmer temperatures in 
the spring and summer and continued mitigation efforts, we may be able to host careful and 
small, in-person gatherings to help connect and sustain our local arts ecosystem. We believe 
there will be a time in the coming biennium that we can help to lead some re-convening efforts 
by providing safe and thoughtful opportunities that feed our need for each other’s company 
and can also model how we begin to reconnect.   

Arts Huddles held monthly (virtually until further notice, then in person every other month in 
various locations around the region and then virtually in the other months)- Topics have 
included- Resource sharing, taking time to connect, opportunities for artists and arts 
organizations, a discussion about needs, programming in a pandemic, etc  

Race and the Arts conversations held monthly- Topics have included:  Examining bias, sharing  
CMAB’s work in D, E, & I, practicing reflective protocols using a racial justice lens  

Showcases – (exclusively supported with McKnight funds)  
  
Teaching Artist and Individual Artist networking opportunities and professional development 
support will be our focus until in-person programming is a viable and safe option.   
Programming is delivered virtually via online presentations and recordings, as well as widely 
available phone meetings and support.   

Teaching Artist Showcase - Teaching Artists are invited to demonstrate, display their work, 
lesson plan examples, examples of student work and present any promotional materials 
they may have in an art-fair type setting.  The showcase is promoted specifically to 
teachers and organizations, which may host an artist in residency, but also to the general 
public.  Teaching Artist Showcases are produced and promoted in partnership with the 
Paramount Center for the Arts and Resource Training & Solutions.  Artists on the CMAB 
Teaching Artist Roster are invited in advance of other teaching artists to provide them with 
priority to claim the 6 - 8 first-come first-served table spots.  Funded by the McKnight 
Foundation.   

Individual Artist Showcase - Each year at the June art crawl in St. Cloud, CMAB features 
artists who have received individual awards and grants from the CMAB funded by The 
McKnight Foundation.  Artists are provided an 8-foot table and surrounding space, signage 
with their name and artist statement and printed postcards advertising the event.  Artists 
can sell and promote their work with no commission fee.  Funded by the McKnight 
Foundation  
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Promotion  

  
Artist Registry – artists may create a profile and be listed on an artist registry on the CMAB 
web site  

Aroundthecloud.org – an interactive community arts and culture calendar where artists and 
organizations may post event listings for free.  CMAB administers this website and ensures 
that all events funded by CMAB are listed on the calendar.   

Media Releases – sent promptly to various media outlets to announce upcoming 
opportunities and grant award decisions.  

Panel Gifts – CMAB staff purchase small items from regional artists, which are provided as 
gifts for grant panel reviewers.  Items purchased must remain under a maximum price point 
and a limited amount of work is purchased from any single artist. We love this practice 
because it serves local artists by supporting and promoting their work, gives the CMAB a way 
to thank panel volunteers who leave with a memorable piece of art that they select and the 
opportunity to learn about an artist in our region.   

CMAB website – Our homepage features photos of samples of work from Individual Artist 
Award winners and projects from the region.   

Facebook/Twitter/YouTube – Events, grant opportunities, trainings and accomplishments 
are shared daily on the CMAB Facebook page.  We also have panel trainings and grant 
writing information available via YouTube. 
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How our programs and services relate to needs assessment findings:  
  
In addition to gratitude and affirmation of the value of current CMAB programs and services, the 
Needs Assessment activities in FY19 and FY21 identified 7 themes of needs that were expressed:  
  
1. Networking and continuing education opportunities- addressed through targeted workshop 

and networking opportunities offered virtually and eventually also in person.  We will keep 
virtual options for programming indefinitely to improve and widen access across the region.  
  

2. Marketing Support- Can be requested through Project Grant, Artist Career Development and 
Organizational Development, also addressed in workshops and Arts Huddles discussions.  

   
3. Reaching New and More diverse demographics- Monthly sessions focused on Race and the 

Arts enable discussions around diversity and how to authentically and respectfully approach 
new audiences, new communities for hiring, recruiting leadership, etc.   Reaching broader 
audiences is also incentivized through program review criteria. This topic will be addressed 
more specifically throughout the year. Workshops and presentations related to rebuilding 
audiences and organizations as we recover from the impacts of the pandemic.  

  
4. Flexible support for unprecedented planning challenges- Staff are in closer communication 

with applicants than ever before since so many proposed grant activities have been affected by 
the pandemic.  Grantees and potential applicants are encouraged to employ creative problem 
solving to reimagine or pivot the focus of a project.  As staff, our focus has been on helping to 
contribute to the health and vitality of our applicants, grantees and individual artists.   
  

5. Opportunities for Artists to share, display and sell their work- This is a need CMAB can 
support through our media platforms by highlighting and promoting lists of local display 
opportunities and connecting individuals with this information when requested.  Additionally, 
this is a clear need that we will communicate with regional arts programmers through our 
biennial plan public hearing and report.   

  
6. Ways to network and share resources and skills with other groups/artists- Until in-person 

meeting happens again, networking is supporting by a variety of virtual gathering 
opportunities: Race and the Arts conversations (monthly), Community Arts Huddles (monthly), 
special opportunities to gather like Teaching Artist happy hour and a Teaching Artist and 
School Teacher panel.   

  
7. Support for creating digital content- work samples, web presence, online classes, online 

gallery- Two programs for artists support these opportunities: Artist Learning Grant and Artist 
Career Development. Organizations may fund activities like these through the Project Grant 
Program, Organizational Development and Community Arts Support.   
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WORK PLAN PRIORITY 1 - DIVERSITY, EQUITY AND INCLUSION  

Actions  
1) Diversity Equity and Inclusion (DEI) will continue to be listed in the CMAB budget as an 

ongoing line-item to assure attention in advancing this priority  
2) Steps to advance inclusion will include contracting a consultant(s) to help create 

informational materials re: CMAB in Spanish, Somali and Hmong   
3) Continue to host monthly virtual (and eventually in-person) gatherings to discuss topics 

connected to Race and the Arts  
4) Organizational norms and practices will be further established to engage new and current 

board members in IDI process, discussions and reflection about equity as it relates to them 
as decision makers for a diverse region of residents.  

5) Explore the addition of closed-captioning for virtual meetings and video presentations.  
6) Continue the practice (established in FY20) of paying stipends to grant reviewers for 

selected CMAB programs 
  
* 25-year arts legacy outcomes addressed        

§ The arts are interwoven into every facet of community life    
§ Minnesotans believe the arts are vital to who we are   
§ People of all ages, ethnicities, and abilities participate in the arts         
§ The arts thrive in Minnesota   
                        
Measurable Outcome   

• As a result of targeted outreach, compensation for grant review work and other 
inclusive practices, the makeup of CMAB board, panels, volunteer committees, and 
applicant pool will continue to diversify to reflect the demographics of the region.   

• Individuals and Organizations in Region 7W from historically underrepresented 
demographics, and geographic areas will see an increase in access to CMAB resources 
and opportunities.   

• Regional Artists, Arts Organizations and engaged community members see an increased 
awareness around issues of race and equity as it relates to their work  

  
 Plan for measuring results                

• DEI spending will be tracked through the monthly financial reports to CMAB directors.   
• Annual review of demographics for CMAB applicants (funded and not), grant panel 

members and directors will continue to be collected, enabling the CMAB to track annual 
progress on DEI per this specific measure at the end of each biennium.      
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WORK PLAN PRIORITY 2 - ACCOUNTABILITY AND TRANSPARENCY   
Actions   

1) Focus outreach and needs assessment efforts to connect with regional residents who are 
not currently engaged with CMAB through grants or services- Surveys and presentations  

2) Continue to operate under the spirit of the open meeting law- post draft meeting 
agendas, provide opportunities for individuals to register and observe CMAB director 
meetings and review panels held remotely  

3) Produce and publish (on the CMAB website) an annual report that summarizes and 
highlights grants awarded within the region.  

4) Continue to update a regional grant award map on the CMAB website, indicating the 
location and type of funding awarded to all grantees.           
                          

* 25-year arts legacy outcomes addressed        
§ People trust Minnesota's stewardship of public arts funding   
                          
Measurable Outcomes     

• Grantees and applicants have increased access to CMAB rules and policies.   
• Grantees and applicants gain access to model statements that support the creation of 

more meaningful and impactful outcomes.  
• Reported CMAB program outcomes align with recent outcomes adopted by all RACs.  
• Grantees report more specifically how CMAB grant dollars have been spent.     

  
 Plan for measuring results          

• CMAB staff will report a decrease in time spent answering grantee questions re: policy 
and rules.  

• Reports will be created showing the total number of proposals that have achieved 
specific outcomes named in CMAB applications (and MN RACs) AND how CMAB dollars 
were specifically spent in funded proposals.    

• Board members and regional residents will observe new program outcomes published in 
CMAB guidelines and integrated into application forms.  

 
  

WORK PLAN PRIORITY 3 - DISABILITY ACCESS  
Actions   

1) Reconvene a Disability Access committee to advance CMAB’s organizational knowledge 
on current barriers to accessing the arts in Region 7W.  This process was started in the 
end of 2019 and interrupted in early 2020.  

2) Continue to provide opportunities for Community Arts Support recipients to work with a 
local accessibility consultant.  

3) Share resources for improving access to the arts in our region.   
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4) Convene discussions, reflections and best practices sharing to reflect on what 
programming through a global pandemic has taught our community about providing 
access.   

5) Continued website development and virtual offerings will continue to enhance access to 
CMAB staff and services. 
   

* 25-year arts legacy outcomes addressed      
§ The arts are interwoven into every facet of community life             
§ People of all ages, ethnicities, and abilities participate in the arts   
§ People trust Minnesota's stewardship of public arts funding   
  
Measurable Outcome   

• Residents of Region 7W who live with disabilities see an increase in opportunities to 
engage with and create art.  

• Region 7W organizations make physical, programmatic and policy changes designed to 
increase access to the arts.   

                  
      Plan for measuring results             

• Members of a Disability access committee will provide recommendations and feedback 
re: regional access to the arts.        

• Region 7W organizations will be surveyed to determine current accessibility practices 
needs, and priorities.      

• Create summary of reflection and actions resulting from regional disability consultant 
meetings. 

                          
  
 WORK PLAN PRIORITY 4 - INCREASED OUTREACH AND NETWORKING OPPORTUNITIES  

Actions  
1) Schedule in-person satellite office hours in varying locations throughout the region 

when it is again safe to do so.  
2) Workshops focused on topics driven by needs assessment responses in support of 

Artists, Community Arts Development and Organizational Development.  
3) Create and model small and safe in-person gatherings when we begin to navigate 

reopening.   
4) Continue Artist/grantee working sessions scheduled virtually prior to grant deadlines.  

  
* 25-year arts legacy outcomes addressed        

§ The arts are interwoven into every facet of community life          
§ People of all ages, ethnicities, and abilities participate in the arts   
§ Minnesotans believe the arts are vital to who we are   
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 Measurable Outcome         
• Regional residents find opportunities and support from CMAB as they wait to safely 

gather in person and are provided with safe opportunities to connect in person when 
we can again plan to do so.  

• CMAB staff is more geographically accessible to potential applicants through virtual 
accessibility as well as through future gatherings and meeting opportunities.    

    
 Plan for measuring results          

• Attendees at remote outreach opportunities will be documented and asked for 
feedback (at group meetings and workshops).    

• Feedback from individual meetings re: accessibility and professional development needs 
will be recorded and used in ongoing needs assessments and planning.       
                        
                  

Required- Program Information  
Subp. 6 – The biennial plan must include program information which describes grants and other 
forms of assistance available, the review criteria for evaluating grant requests, and eligibility 
requirements.  

Project Grants  
Funds to increase access to arts focused events throughout the region; Maximum grant of 
$7,000 with no match required; Following pandemic recovery, a match requirement will be 
phased back into this program.    

Evaluated on Artistic Merit and Quality, Community Need, Ability, Outcomes & Evaluation, 
Pandemic Sustainability & Recovery and Diversity, Equity & Inclusion.  
 
Funded by: General Fund, Arts Access, Arts Ed, Arts and Cultural Heritage  

Eligibility:  
• Nonprofit 501© (3) arts organizations  
• Arts groups without nonprofit designation that have the arts as a primary focus 

and use a fiscal agent   
• Nonprofit organizations that do not have arts as a primary focus, such as schools, 

senior centers, community education, cultural groups and colleges 
•  Local governments (city, township and county)   
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Artist in Residence Grants  
Funds in support of a unique arts experience that ties into a lesson plan or curriculum. The 
intention of any residency proposal must be to increase interaction between students, 
community members and professional artists. Maximum grant $3,500 with no match required.  

Evaluated on Artistic Merit and Quality, Community Need, Ability, Outcomes and Evaluation 
Funded by:  Arts Access, Arts Ed, Arts and Cultural Heritage  

Eligibility:  
• Nonprofit 501© (3) arts organizations  
• Arts groups without nonprofit designation that have the arts as a primary focus 

and use a fiscal agent   
• Nonprofit organizations that do not have arts as a primary focus, such as schools, 

senior centers, community education, cultural groups and colleges   

Community Art Support Grants  
General operating support for Nonprofit Arts Organizations with a minimum of two years of 
service to the community.  Funds of up to $10,000 or 20% of the last fiscal year’s annual 
operating expense will be awarded per fiscal year in a two-year granting cycle.  A minimum 
request amount of $3,000 is available to all applicants regardless of annual operating expenses. 
These funds may be used for administrative, operating and other expenditures that advance 
the mission of the organization. Program is available in even-numbered fiscal years.   

Evaluated on Artistic Merit and Quality, Community Need and Org. Ability.   Funded 
by:  Arts Access  

Eligibility:  
• Nonprofit 501© (3) arts organizations that do not receive general operating 

support from the Minnesota State Arts Board.   
• Applicants must have annual operating expenses below $250,000  

Student Arts Scholarships  
Funding for students pursuing an arts-related major in college; $1,500 maximum; Students must 
be seeking their 1st undergraduate degree and may be awarded a maximum of 4 Student Arts 
Scholarships in a lifetime.   

Evaluated on Artistic Merit and Quality and applicant Ability. Funded 
by: General Fund  

Eligibility:  
• Recipients must enroll full-time at an accredited institution with a major in an arts 
related field.   
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Organizational Development Grants  
Funds to support a broad range of activities and purchases that contribute to organizational 
sustainability, growth and improvement.  Proposals may include, but are not limited to staff 
and board development, workshops and conferences, resource development, financial 
planning, volunteer management, equipment purchases and to fund a portion of a new staff 
position. Emerging arts organizations may apply for funds to support the process of obtaining 
501c-3 status.   Applicants may receive up to $5,000 in grant funds during a CMAB fiscal year.    

Evaluated on Artistic Merit and Quality, Need and Ability, Pandemic Sustainability & Recovery 
and Diversity, Equity & Inclusion.  
 
Funded by: General Fund and Arts Access  

Eligibility:  
• Nonprofit 501© (3) arts organizations  
• Arts groups without nonprofit designation that have the arts as a primary focus 

and use a fiscal agent.   
• Arts groups without 501c-3 status may only apply to this program to support 

costs associated with establishing 501c-3 status.  

Public Art Grants  
Funds for the creation and installation/implementation of temporary and permanent art works 
that are free and open to the public. There is no maximum grant amount for this program. 
Grants are based on project needs and available resources.  Requests must include 20% 
matching funds from non-CMAB sources.    

Evaluated on Artistic Merit and Quality, Need, Ability and Outcomes and Evaluation. Funded 
by: Arts Access, Arts Ed, and Arts and Cultural Heritage   

Eligibility:  
• Nonprofit 501© (3) arts organizations  
• Arts groups without nonprofit designation that have the arts as a primary focus 

and use a fiscal agent   
• Nonprofit organizations that do not have arts as a primary focus, such as schools, 

senior centers, community education, cultural groups and colleges   
• Public schools  
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Required - Grant making and monitoring process  
Subp. 10 - Provide a detailed description of the council's grant making process including the review 
process, the terms of the grant contract with grant recipients, the time needed and process 
followed in paying grant recipients, the responsibilities of grantees, and the grant monitoring 
process.  

APPLICATION PROCESS  
Applications are submitted primarily through CMAB’s online grants system. However, staff will 
make accommodations when this mode presents a barrier. Applications and program guidelines 
are available online a minimum of 30 days prior to a program’s deadline.   

CMAB Opportunity and Grant Writing Workshops focus on informing regional residents of 
available programs and assist in understanding the application process. They are held in a 
variety of locations each year, and virtually until further notice.  A four-installment webinar 
series is available on the CMAB website to guide applicants through the process of developing 
projects and applying for CMAB grants.   

Applicants are encouraged to contact the CMAB office for one-on-one assistance if needed.  
Artist working sessions are scheduled at the CMAB office, by phone or virtually prior to major 
grant deadlines to encourage applicants to seek additional support when needed. The CMAB 
website lists all draft review deadlines, application deadlines, and board review dates.   

APPLICATION DRAFT REVIEW  
Before an application is submitted, a draft review can be requested. Requests must be 
submitted via email (media@centralmnartsboard.org) or fax (320-968-4291) on or before the 
posted draft review deadline for a program. A review of the application does not guarantee that 
the request will be funded. Draft reviews are optional.   

REVIEW PROCESS   
Once the CMAB receives the application, staff will verify eligibility. Applications will be 
electronically assigned to the CMAB Board of Directors or volunteer Panel Reviewers at least 
two weeks prior to the in-person meeting date. Review of eligible applications typically takes 
place within one month of the deadline. All applicants will be notified of the Board’s decision.   

During the review process a scoring system is used. Each application will receive a score from 
each reviewer on a scale from 0 (low) to 30 (high). An applicant must attain an average score 
of at least 15 to be considered for funding.  During FY22 and possibly 23 an additional 
criterion of Pandemic Sustainability & Recovery and Diversity, Equity & Inclusion is included in 
review of the Project Grant and Organizational Development programs. This changes the total 
score for those programs to 35 but does not change the minimum average requirement of 15.  
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In final review (for Project Grant and Community Arts Support applications) final average scores 
may be adjusted down 10% based on an applicant’s grant history. Applicants that have not 
previously been awarded funds from the CMAB will receive a 10% increase in their final average 
score.   

*Grant history considerations include contract violations, and serious grant audit findings.  
Directors will consider grant history up to two fiscal years prior to the year of the application.   

GRANT CONTRACT AND DISTRIBUTION OF GRANT FUNDS  
Awarded grantees must sign a contractual agreement within 30 days of notification. Failure to 
provide any required documents can result in the cancellation of a grant commitment.   

Note: If funds are refused within 45 days of receipt of grant notification, they will be offered to 
the next applicant in rank order. Returned funds or funds refused after 45 days will be applied 
to future grant rounds.  

Note: If an application is approved, the funds must be expended within 12 months of the 
approval date.    

All grant contracts contain the following content modified to fit the appropriate program:  
A. Authorized Use of Grant Funds  
The proposal indicated above was recommended and approved for funding by the CMAB 
directors based on the information and description contained in the grant application. 
Grantee is authorized to use the grant funds only to carry out the proposal in accordance with 
the specification contained in the grant application. Any changes to the content of the 
proposal or the proposed budget must be requested in writing and approved in advance by 
CMAB staff.  
Such changes not reviewed and approved in advance may constitute a violation of the 
grant contract. This fiscal year all awarded project grants will need to complete all 
activities and expenditures by June 30, 202X.  

  
B. Unauthorized Use of Grant Funds  
Upon a finding by the CMAB that the Grantee has made an unauthorized use of grant funds 
or that the Grantee received grant funds but failed to submit required reports, and upon 
demand by the CMAB for repayment, the Grantee agrees to promptly repay such amounts 
to the CMAB.  

  
Required - Public meeting  
Subp. 11. Each council must hold at least one public meeting to solicit reaction to its preliminary 
biennial plan before it is approved and submitted to the Arts Board…The plan must be available for 
review…on its website a minimum of three days before the meeting.  

CMAB Public Meeting was held March 4th, 4-6pm, virtually via Zoom, recorded and posted on 
CMAB website following the meeting  


